“The greatest achievement of the human spirit is to live up to one’s opportunities and make the most of one’s resources.”

- Marquis Vauvenargues

Special thanks to our sponsors who made this event possible!
2018 UNIVERSITY AT ALBANY
MULTICULTURAL HIGH SCHOOL ACHIEVERS

Riverside High School
Akva Adomako
Christopher Arias
Jahston Browne
Enrol Campbell
Emily Delgado
Jessica Heath
Sadam Lawal
Francis Loquefianto
Zoe Manalo
Amaya Mayhew
Shaniyal Morris
Diane Obeng
Venu Paniker
Abdixander Reyes
Jennifer Rodriguez
Rachael Reyes
Diomenis Beato Velasquez

Shenendehowa High School
Marina Castillo
Michelle Clarkin
Zi Xin Dong
Christopher Mingdao Du
Amal Faheem
Byung Hoan Han
Jonathan Indang
Susan Jeon
Nuo Qi (Anora) Jiang
Christina Jung
Shrutthi Kannathaal
Ian Parker
Mariam Salam
Tiemogo Sangare
Rahul Shah
Zaid Shehzad
Punya Shenoy
Isabel Srinidhi
Jayanthi Srinith
Jiahui Zhang

Rome Free Academy
John George
Nicoyia Logan
Ruzyah Shaik

Rye Neck High School
Melissa Vaqui

Salmon River HS
Kenneth Arquette
Jillian Benedick
Morgan Phelix
Jasmin Pyke
Talon Thompson

Saranac Lake HS
Minstre Newton

Schenectady HS
Rojan Karn
Zaieena Khan

Schoylerville High School
Tiffany Cospito
Jared Eveneth
Sarah Lamodi
Ernesto Vega

Shaker High School
Shima Dawood
Typhania Zanos

Tuchahoe High School
Mema Richardson

Warrensburg Central High School
Nhu Le

WELCOME
It is a pleasure to welcome you to the 31st Annual University at Albany Multicultural High School Achievers Award Program. We, here at the University at Albany, share with great pride, the accomplishments of our high school achievers from the Capital District and beyond. This program provides the University the opportunity to reflect and reward high school seniors from this community who have distinguished academic records and who are involved in numerous school and community activities. Their achievements already are many, and we look forward to following their accomplishments as they move forward to college and, later, their careers.

We acknowledge with gratitude the role that our achievers’ parents, family members, and counselors have played in helping them to arrive at this day.

Our heartfelt congratulations and ongoing good wishes are with you today and always.

WELCOME
Maritza Martinez
Director
Educational Opportunities Program

SPECIAL GUEST SPEAKER
Evelyn Williams
Professor
School of Social Welfare

KEY NOTE SPEAKER
Tatyana Spence
M.S.W. Candidate
School of Social Welfare

PRESENTATION OF AWARDS
Marcia Hoyte King
Associate Director
Undergraduate Admissions

CLOSING REMARKS
Mayra E. Santiago
Director
Office of Access & Academic Enrichment
Academy of the Holy Names
Sanjaya Adams

The Albany Academy
Sandeeal Amalpam
Cameron Fern
Zachary Huang
Faheem Khalfia
Irmaite Marup
De'ante Randall
George Stain
Edwin Yang

Albany High School
Rawaan Abdullah
Israel Akande
Vaughn Albert
Marl Brilio
Jonas Cabahug
Mary Cabahug
Michael Campbell
Mazin Chater
Vladimir Contreras Ventura
Janara Delima
Mary Delima
Karla Gerominio Rodriguez
Trudelily Hamilton
Jasmin Harrison
Esther Hin Hin
Brina Hollarmon
Francis Hung Mang
Jahiful Islam
Caleb John
Meheren Khan
John Nocus
Alfre MASH
Jonathan MASH
Enayat Matthews
Su Men
Leandro Mejia
Ma. Ella Ann Miranda
Preethi Mohiuddin
Carlos Monroe
Camilo Mosquera-Ferry
Irene Nelson
Nazzeena Nobles
John Nocus
Briola Nugent
Othman Othman
Byron Pantin
Akyra Payne
Karl Patrick Pedralvez
Danielle Pottinger
Rachael Prosper
Skiy Piyas
Ronnel Royal
Moe Sandar
Victoria Saunders
Trishia Serrano
Ymmarn Shettlewood
Vatsri Sookninan
Serigne Sow
Agnes Siwah

Ellie Strich
Casey Su-Morrill
Kevin Thomas
Valerie Torres
Jennifer Uthicke
Ivan Paul Man Vergonia
Desmond Vohr
Donnetra Williams

Amsterdam High School
Sarah Ahmad
Wille Conley III
Nadya Green
Neressa Green
Luis Perez
Dalia Quinones
Shivkane Rathore

Bethlehem Central HS
Rachel John
Anastasia Jones
Eli Lee
Christine Mancuso
Evin Mattupurath

Bishop Maginn High School
Nir Lnr WIN

Bolton Central School
Kiara Manz

Briarcliff High School
Anintha Mahajani
Julia Orientale

Carmel High School
Danielle Panchio
John Valdman
Akalat Watts

Catholic Central HS
Zephaniah Cooper
Maya Ellis
Jared Jimenez

Catskill Sr. High School
Ami Li
Mika Mader-Leon
Amara Wilson

Colonie Central HS
Zainab Ahmad
Laura Avila
Kyrana Calum
Andy Chen
Shawn Clancy
Eljiah Crossbourne
Alexis Hamel
Hajra Jamal
Siimm Kaaja
Pheonix Kaleil
Myatsha Kelly
Josiah Kemp

Amy Lee
Jeffrey Louie
John Ezra Malibago
Saba Mann
Lily Nevegebauer
Omotolani Ospitan
Malua Outcast
Faith Parsons
Sophie Simmons
Danai Smith

Columbia High School
Austin Tu
Corinth High School
Chloe Tracy

Dane Stewart School
William Connolly
Elden Medina
Olapose Peters
Jianjiong Sun
Zhiyi Zhou

Dover High School
Alex Kim
Ren Lin
Matthew Negron
Cindy Reyes
Jonathan Reyes
Carlos Romero
Hunter Salerno
Justin Williams

Fort Edward HS
Brianna Roberts
Fort Plain High School
Sherry Huang
Fox Lane High School
Paulina Saldana

Gloversville High School
Samanthia Antipuesto

Granville Jr./Sr. HS
Benjamin McHugh

Greenwich Jr/Sr HS
Yarany Champagne

Guiderland High School
Aman Avatru
Jennifer Bartlett
Nicki Bouluduri
Kiya Brown
Dhanush Busurapu
Sarah Castellanos
Rubin Chen
Wei-Hang Chen
Madhura Chettiar
Zoe Copeland
Giana D'Agostino
Alanah Drake
Gustavo Gonzalez
Carlos Granda-Rodriguez
James Gu
William Guo
Sidra Hasan
Joel Joy
Ved Kumar
Henry Li
Owen Li
Ana Medina
Tasmim Naima
Esther Park
Evananna Peng
Raymond Ren
Christian Rivera
Sidarth Shamsabadi
Jin Shang
Funeet Singh
Abhinav Sainwal
Isabella Smith
Jessa Smith
Sonal Swain
Miranda Thottam
Michelle Topalticas
Nickolas Tyson
Assiath Wijel
Jocelyn Wyse
Jessie Zheng
Karen Zhu

Haldane High School
Helena Alvarez
Eills Osterfeld
Paulina Saldana

Hoosick Falls High School
Irlanda Hernandez
Maria Munoz
Deszah Weerberbach
Madeline Yeung

Hunter Tannersville
Katie Pan

Icabod Crane HS
Joven Cruz
Isaiah Mekah McNabb
Carlos Rojas

Lansingburgh HS
Ginde Baker
Margaret Bell
Aliana Cuer
Deontee Edmonds
Treyantae Leak
Dante Marceline
Samilia Montgomery
Alexus Perez
Oxiva Stallworth
Trent Welch

LaSalle Institute
Xavier McCarthy

Loudonville Christian School
Sunny Qin

Maria Regina HS
Angela Abrah
Noor Ahmed
Sofia Cardamone
Samantha Conlan
Kimberly De Leon
Karyliss Dias
Sarina Dunkley
Katherine Escobedo
Giuliana Ferrari
Madelyn Garcia
Savithi George
Angelicy Gerrard
Sonja Hernandez
Amanda Laurent
Emma Lent
Savitha Nair
Emmanuel Ho Nascimento
Jamie O'Toole
Francesca Rocha
Gabriela Sanchez-Cancino
Kya Sherlock
Gabriella Torres
Brianna Vargas

Mayfield High School
Maggie Lambo

Mohonasen High School
Raven Busjit

New Lebanon HS
Mikayla Eleyq

New Palz High School
Logan Linares

North Salem HS
Juliana Austin
Camden Binette
Cody Doherty
Amesha Eaton
Isabela Fox-Mills

North Warren CSD
Rosie Lewis

Notre Dame-Bishop Gibbons
Jailene Santiago

Notre Dame High School
Oshakoven Odouva

Peekskill High School
Kayara Alcarara
Jordan Alexander
Daniel Arboleda
Ashley Birmingham
Leslie Caceres
Theresa Calabrese
Naftali Chavez
Susan Chillogallo
Brianna Ellis
Johan Flores
Arly Galindo Herrera
Aayyana Garon
Heather Guzman
Esteban Inga
Noah Jacob
Erick Leon
Nils Lopez Cornejo
Lucas Lugo
Karrington McIntosh
Jennifer Mendez
Adriana Molina
Helen Monroy
Symphony Morales
Jasymn Munoz
Evelyn Nguela
Achaa Jocot
Jocelyn Ortega
Kathryn Otvino
Barbara Rivero
Elina Romero
Leanna Strang
Joselynn Torres
Giavanna Tosciano
Assuena Velasquez
Akuh Yebsh
Scott Zebonis

Port Chester High School
Caroline Molano
Bryan Morel Furse
Jocelyn Ortega
Aasiyah Virjee
Nickolas Tyson

Queensbury High School
Sunny Qin

St. Michael's High School
Ravina Busjit
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